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Introduction. In two previous notes [9],1 I stated some results

which, in a general way, may be expressed as follows: If the Taylor

series which represents an entire function satisfies a certain gap con-

dition (which depends only on the order of F(z)), the zeros of

F(z) —f(z) are not exceptional with respect to the proximate order

of F(z) by any meromorphic function f(z) ^ w of lower order.

On the other hand, Mandelbrojt (see for instance [3, Theorem

XXV]) proves that an entire function represented by a Dirichlet

series takes each value a j¿ «>, except at most one, in any horizontal

strip of width greater than a quantity which depends only on the

order (R) and on the upper density of the sequence of exponents of

the series.

In the present note we shall prove some results closely related to

those of my above mentioned notes and to that of Mandelbrojt just

quoted. These results may briefly be stated as follows: If an entire

function F(s) can be represented by a Dirichlet series satisfying cer-

tain gap conditions, the zeros of F(s)—a cannot be exceptional with

respect to the proximate order (R) of F(s) in any strip of width

greater than a quantity, determined by the order, for every value of

o^«> without exception.

In §1 we shall deal with functions of finite order (R); in §2, we

shall give results concerning functions of infinite order (R).

I think it will be of interest to remark that the theorems of the

type of the well known Hadamard's theorem (which asserts that a

Taylor series satisfying a specific gap condition cannot be con-

tinued analytically outside its circle of convergence) together with

the results concerning relationship between gap properties and the

position of the Julia lines, and again together with the results of my

above mentioned notes and those contained in one of my papers

[lO], enable us to state the following general principle (without pre-

tending that it holds for every case). By means of gap conditions in

the Taylor series the disappearance of the possibility of the existence

of the exceptional cases can be affirmed.

Therefore, the content of this paper may be regarded as a link
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1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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extending this general principle to the Dirichlet series.

Finally, I wish to thank our colleague J. Save for the help he has

given me when writing this work in English.

1

1.1. First of all I want to fix the meaning of a notation which will

continuously be used. By e((r) will always be represented a positive

quantity tending to zero when the variable (represented here by <r)

tends to — oo ; but it must be borne in mind that, even in one formula,

the notation e(<r) may represent different quantities, with only the

common properties of being positive and that: limff!_«,e(<r)=0.  It

is evident, therefore, that t{a) means almost the same as o(l), but

we have introduced the notation e(o) in order to show the variable

and the limit to which it tends.

According to the custom the sequence {X„} will have, throughout

the present paper, the following properties:

0 = Xo < Xi < • • • < Xn < • • • , lim X„ = oo.

Let NÇK) be the greatest of the n such that X„<X. Following

Mandelbrojt [4], we shall call £>(X) =iV(X)/X the density function

of {X„}, and the quantity D* = \im supx=M DCS) shall be called the

upper density of {X„}. On the other hand, Mandelbrojt similarly

introduces the function DÇK) =\~1foD(x)dx which is called the mean

density function, and D* = lim supx=«,ö(X) which is called the mean

upper density of {X„ |.

Let f(s) be an entire function satisfying the following relationship :

l.u.b.     | /(<r + it) | = M(<r, f) < oo

for any real value of <r (in particular, every function represented by a

Dirichlet series absolutely convergent in the whole plane will have

this property). For that type of function Ritt2 defines the order

(which for that reason is called order (R)) in the following way:

logü M(<r, /)
p = lim sup-     (log2 X = log log X)

will be called the order (R) of f(s) ; we shall also express it by saying

5 J. F. Ritt, On certain points in the theory of Dirichlet series, Amer. J. Math. vol.

SO (1928) pp. 73-86. I could not possibly consult this paper; all I know of it is the

part referred to by Mandelbrojt [3]. This is the reason for not including it in the

bibliography.
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that /(j) is of order (2?) equal to p.

Likewise, representing by Y the horizontal strip3 di^t^02 and

putting

M(«,Y,f) = l.u.b.  |/(*+*) |,

the order (R) of f(s) in Y will be

loglog+M(<r, Y,f)
p = lun sup-— ;

ir= — <*> —<j

where log+ X = log X if X^l and log+ X = 0 if X^l.
As in the theory of entire functions where the notion of order with

respect to the modulus of the variable is improved by the introduc-

tion of proximate orders, we shall similarly introduce the notion of

proximate orders (R). We shall give the following definition: The

function p{&) will be a proximate order (R) if

lim   p(<r) = p, lim   p'(<r)cr = 0,

and then the function f(s) will be of proximate order (R) p(a) if

log M(<r,f)
hmsup- = 1 (V(<r) = «-'<'>'),
»=-» V(<t)

and, likewise, the function f(s) will be, in the strip F, of proximate

order (R) o(<t) if

log M(<r,Y,f)
hmsup-= 1.

As in the present note we shall deal only with orders (R); in the

following lines the R will be dropped and the orders simply called

order and proximate order.

1.2. We shall represent by n(x, Y, f) the number of zeros of f(s)

situated in the part O^tr^x of the strip Y; with this notation we

shall state—and later on prove—the following result:

Theorem I. Let
00

F(s) = E a»«-*"'
n=0

be a function, represented by a Dirichlet series convergent in the whole

3 Since in this work we shall speak only of horizontal strips, we shall henceforth

suppress the word "horizontal" which will always be understood.
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plane, of order p and of proximate order p(<r) ; given a strip Y of width

>ir/p, there exists a number A depending only on Y, p, and h such that

if, on denoting by D* the mean upper density of {X»}(

D* < A   and    lim inf (X»+i - X„) = h > 0,
n=oo

then for any given finite value of a {without exception)

w(<r, Y,F - a)
lim sup-è Bo > 0,

c.—. V(a)

where B0 depends only on p, Y, and h.

1.3. The proof of this theorem is based on the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Letf(s) be a holomorphic function in the strip F(0i^i^02)

if
(i) f(s) is in Y of order p>w/(0t—0i) and of proximate order p(a),

(ii) in a strip Y', contained in Y,

logAfQr.r',/)
lim sup-^ A > 0,

then there exists a quantity Bo which depends only on Y, Y', p, and A,

such that, if

<°,Y,f)
lim sup-< Bo,
,m-7      V(<r)

there will be a sequence {sn = an+itn} (lim <r„= — oo) of points con-

tained in Y and a quantity r depending on Y, Y', and A, such that in

the circles \s — sn\ ^r the inequality

log |/(S)| <0

holds.

First of all, without diminishing the generality, we can suppose

that p(0î — 6i)/ir is not an integer. Furthermore, we may also suppose

that the strip F is \t\ gîr/2, that Y' is |f| ^ß, and that p is not an

integer and is >1.

We shall write

iKs) = *(«-).

where <¡>(z) is the canonical product of Weierstrass which has for zeros

the points zn = e~'n, where the {sn} represent the zeros of/(s) situated

in the part <r g 0 of Y.
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If

«(*. F,/)
lim sup-= B,
,__.       F(<r)

according to the properties of the canonical products it follows easily

that the inequality

log M(a, Y, *)< (1 + *(<r))CBV{a)

holds, where C depends only on p. Consequently

lun sup-è A — Co.
,—. V(<t)

Furthermore let Yx (| t\ ^p\) be a strip such that ßi>ß and ß1p>ir/2,

for instance

x
201 =-h max

2 (*i>

then it follows that the inequality (we suppose B<A/C)

log M(<r, Fi, i>/j)
(1.3.1) limsup—5— > K(A -CB)

<r=_» F(<r)

holds, where K depends only on Yu Y', and p. In order to prove this

latter inequality we shall have to take into account that f(s)/ip(s)

has no zeros in the part <r^0 of F.

By aid of a lemma of Bernstein [ll, Lemma II] slightly modified

for being valid in the strips, and applying it to ifs(s), it is possible to

prove that in the strip F2 (|<| á/?2 = (7r+2|3i)/4) the relationship

(1.3.2) lun sup-< Ki + K2B
<r=_» F(o-)

will hold, where Ki and Kt depend only on F2 and p.

From the inequality (1.3.1) follows the existence of a sequence of

points [Sn } in which

log |/WWW) I á - \K{A - CB)V(a¿),

and consequently in the circles

| * - *.' | á ßt - ßi

there exists a domain, inside of which the point s„' will be found and

which will have points in common with the circumference
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| S - S¿ I - fi, - fil

in which

log | /(*)/*(*) | á - \K(A - CB)V{*¿).

From this result and from (1.3.2) may be deduced, by aid of a

theorem of Milloux4 (if, for instance, 2B<A/C), the existence of a

quantity r which depends only on p, Y', and A, such that in the

circles 15 — s„' | ^ r the inequality

log |/(*)/*(*) | è - *K(A - CB)V(c¿)

will hold, and consequently

log | f{s) | < - \K{A - CB)VW) + (1 + e(<r,!))K£BV(o-:),

where K3 depends only on p, Y', and A.

Finally if B is smaller than a quantity B0 which depends only on

Y', p, and A, in the same circles the inequality

log   |/(5)|   <0

will hold, which is the result we had to prove.

1.4. Now we shall prove Theorem I. In order to simplify we shall

suppose that the strip F is \t\ ^ir/2 and that, according to the

hypothesis of the theorem, p> 1 ; this does not restrict the generality

of the proof, because it is evident that it may be attained by means of

linear transformation upon the variable s. Moreover, it is interesting

to point out that, since D* < l/h, the series which represents F(s) will

be absolutely convergent in the whole plane, since, according to a

well known result, a Dirichlet series whose exponents form a sequence

of finite upper density has its abscissa of convergence equal to its

abscissa of absolute convergence; therefore, we are concerned with

a case in which the definitions of order of F(s) are possible.

According to a result of Mandelbrojt [4, Theorem a] for any so

= <T0-\-ito, inside the circle

(1.4.1) | s- so | ^ *D* + t,

where e is a given positive quantity, arbitrarily small, but fixed, there

will exist a point s' at which6

(1.4.2) log | F(s') | > log | fl„ | - X„<ro - log (X»a!) - C„

4 For a very precise statement of this theorem see [10, Lemmas 1,4] and for the

proof see [6, pp. 96-100].

6 When the Dirichlet series contains a constant term (when ao^O), the definition

of the A(r) (and, therefore, of the A*) given by Mandelbrojt must vary slightly.
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where ct is a constant which depends on «; and this inequality will

hold for every value of n.

On the other hand, according to a result contained in the same

paper of Mandelbrojt [4, p. 355] for values of n sufficiently large

— log (XnAn) — ct
(1.4.3)      -—-1-> _ £>*(7 _ 3 log (hD*)) - e.

Xn

Let us write

log p.{a) =  max (log | an | — \na) ;

then evidently, if a is smaller than a certain negative quantity, the

value of n which makes maximum the expression:

log | o„ I* — \n<r

will be one of those which satisfy (1.4.3). As a consequence of (1.4.2),

we shall conclude that, if a is smaller than a negative quantity, in

the circle (1.4.1) there will exist a point s' at which the following in-

equality will hold:

log |F(î')|>log^o + d),

where d = D*(7 — 3 log (hD*))+e. Moreover, according to Sugimura

[8, Theorem 5], as D*<eD* is finite,

logoff) = (I -e(<r)) log M(a,F)

and consequently we shall have

log | F(s') | >(1 - «(<r.)) log M («ro + d, F)

and for any finite value of a

(1.4.4)       log | F(s') ■*• a | > (1 - e(<r0)) log M{a0 + d, F)

because according to a result due to Doetsch [l], M(a, F) indefi-

nitely increases as a tends to — oo.

If D*< 1/2 and if

»(<r, F, F - a)
lim sup-= B < Bo,

in any strip F' defined by

| /1 g ß > T max \d*, —   ,

then, according to Lemma 1, there exist a sequence of points
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{sn = <rn + itn] ( lim a„ =   -   00 , i /„ i ^ ß J

and a quantity r which depends only on h, p, and F', that is to say,

on h, p, and D*, such that in the circles:

(1.4.5) \t-$n\Sr

the following inequality holds:

(1.4.6) log \F(s) - a\ < 0.

Evidently, if D*<l/(2p), we shall be able to choose F' fixed and

independent of the value of D*; consequently, the quantities B0 and

r will depend only on h and p ; that proves that, if

D* < min ( —,   — ], B < B0,1ÍD(¿'    V)'

inequality (1.4.4) in which we shall put So = sn and inequality (1.4.6)

will be incompatible, because for a value of e sufficiently small the

circle (1.4.1) will lie entirely inside of (1.4.5); therefore, if

Z>*<A=min( — >   — ),
\2p       r)2p

it will follow that B^Bo, which is the statement of the theorem.

1.5. Remarks. If

.     log2 M(c, F)
lim mi-= pi > 0
o-= — «> — cr

and if pi{<r) is a proximate order such that

Vi(<r)
lim    —-—- = 0 (Fi(a) = «-«<'>»),

,=-»   log M (a; F)

for any f0(s)féO and fi(s), entire and of proximate order ^pi(tr),

then, with the hypothesis of Theorem I, the following relationship will

hold:

n{*,Y,W-h)
hmsup-■— ¿ Bo-
,—« V(<r)

Moreover, if the function F(s) is of a very regular growth with

respect to the proximate order p(<r), that is to say, when the follow-

ing relationship holds:
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log M{a, F)
(1.5.1) liminf ——-- = Ai>0,

ff=-oo V(o)

not only will the limit superior of the expression »(<r, F, f0F

—fi)/V(<7) have lower positive bound, but the same will happen with

the limit inferior of this expression; that is to say, with the hypothesis

of Theorem I, and on supposing (1.5.1) true, the relationship

. t»(*.Y,foF-fù ^
hm inf-^ B¿i > 0
,=-«, V(<r)

will hold, in which B¿ depends only on F, p, h, and A\.

Finally, on representing by D the maximum density of {Xn}, the

inequalities D*^D*¿D allow us to express the gap hypothesis in

Theorem I and in the two precisions we have just indicated, by

substituting D* by D*, or else by D. Moreover, if we express the gap

condition by means of D, it is possible, by using a generalization of

a result due to Pólya [7, chap. Ill, Theorem IV] instead of Mandel-

brojt's inequality, to prove that in this case the quantities A and Ba

are independent of h, if A>0.

2.1. In a way similar to that of §1.1, we shall consider an entire

function/(s) which satisfies the following condition:

l.u.b.      |/(<r+ it) | = M(<r,f), l.u.b.   M(<r, /) < <*>

for any eri and a2. But contrary to the hypothesis of 1.1, we shall

suppose that

log2 M(a, f)
lim sup ■—-— = °=,

ff = —oo — (J

that is to say, we shall suppose that/(s) is of infinite order (R).

Following a procedure similar to that of K. L. Hiong [2], it may

be proved that in this case there always exist functions W(a) with

the following properties:

w(a-\ < [W(<r)]1+^\
\        log WU)Jlog W(a),

(2.1.1) hmsup-—=1
<r=-.o       log W{a)
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and finally log W{a) is a convex function of a. Any function with the

above properties shall be called an order of f(s). (Generally it is the

expression (log W{a))/ — <r which receives that name, but owing to

various reasons we shall not follow the custom.)

Likewise, if f{s) is of infinite order in the strip F, there will exist

functions W{a) with the same properties as before, but, instead of

satisfying (2.1.1) they will satisfy the relationship:

log log+ilf {<r,Y,f)
hm sup-= 1,
<r=-» log W(o-)

and any function of this class shall be called an order of f(s) in F

2.2. Theorem II. Let
00

F(s) = X) ane-*»'

be a Dirichlet series convergent throughout the plane and which repre-

sents a function of order W{<r).

If the sequence {Xn} has the properties:

lim supD(X)X^ < oo    (0 < ß < 1), lim inf (X„+, - Xn) = h > 0,

whatever the strip Y and the finite value a {without exception) may be, it

follows that

log n{<r, Y,F - a)
hmsup-= 1.
„=-«, log W{(t)

2.3. Similar to the reasoning in the case of finite order, the proof

of the preceding theorem may be based on the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let Y be any strip and Y' another strip contained in Y.

If W{a) is an order of f{s) both in Y and in Y', and if

log n{<r, F, /)
hmsup-■-< 1,
<r=_»       log W{o)

there will exist a sequence {sn =an+itn} (lim <r„ = — oo ) of points inside

Y such that in the circles

|f-5»|sS [W{o-n)]-y,

where y > 0 is arbitrary, the relationship

log |/(j) | < - [W{an)Y-<^

holds.
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The proof of this lemma is almost the same as that of Lemma 1.

2.4. According to a result of Mandelbrojt which we have made use

of, in the circle

| s — So | á r (jo = "o + ito)

there exists a point s' at which"

log | F{s') | > log | an | - X„(to - log A* - log {rL{r))

for any value of n. Taking the value of n which gives the maximum

value to the expression

log | a» j — Xn<r0,

the above inequality will take the form:

(2.4.1) log | F{s') | > log M(<ro) - log A*n - log {rL{r)).

On the other hand, it is easy to prove that, in the Dirichlet series

having the properties we are now taking into account, the relation-

ship

M{<r,F) < íí(<t)[W(«t)]'+«<•>

holds, and that from this inequality it follows that if {ot} possesses

the properties:

lim «r» = - »,        log M{ok, F) > [Wfa)]1-™,
*=«o

then it will possess the property :

(2.4.2) log/i(**) > [W{<rk)Y-^\

Moreover, if we represent by X(<r) the value of Xn corresponding

to the value of n which gives the maximum value to the expression

log |a„| —X„<r, then it is possible to prove that

X(<r) < [W{a)]1+<^

and, therefore, according to Mandelbrojt [4, p. 355] we shall have

in (2.4.1)

(2.4.3) logAt< [Wr(<ro)](1-*)(1+,('»)).

Likewise, according to Mandelbrojt [5, Lemma VI], from the condi-

tion

limsupZ?(X)Xi < oo
x=«

• Since L„(r) <L(r) =f¡\(t)e-lrdt, the L„(r) can be replaced by L(r).
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it follows that

(2.4.4) log (rL(r)) g CrW (C = constant < «■).

As a consequence, for any t0, if we put

to - er»,        r= [W(<rk)]-> (0 < 0/(1 - ß)),

it follows from (2.4.1), (2.4.2), (2.4.3), and (2.4.4) that the function

F(s) is of order W{a) in any strip, and evidently, the same happens to

the function F(s)—a.

If, contrary to the statement of the theorem, there were a finite

value a and a strip F for which

log »(<r, Y.F-o)
hm sup-< 1,
»—» log W{a)

then, from Lemma 2, there would exist a sequence of points

\s¿ = ff*+*i* } inside F, such that in the circles

\s-*i\* [W(<r¿)]-y,

the relationship

(2.4.5) log \F(s) - a\ < - [Wiai)]1—^

will hold.
On the other hand, applying to F(s) —a Mandelbrojt's result which

we have made use of several times, but keeping constant the value of

n = n<¡ in such a way that a^^O, it will follow that, in the circles

\t-ti\.£r-[WM)y (0< 0/(1-0)),

there will exist a point s" at which

(2 4 6)   l0g 'F^ ~ a ' > l0g ' a"° ' ~ Xno<7*' ~ l0g A"<>

- log (rL(r)) > - C[W(ai)]Hl-ß}la

and since the value of y in Lemma 2 is arbitrary, we may suppose

that y<0 and, as a consequence the inequalities (2.4.5) and (2.4.6)

are incompatible, which proves the theorem.

2.5. As in the case of finite order, when the function F(s) is of a

regular growth with respect to W(<x), that is to say, when

,.       log, M (a, F)
hm    -= 1,

»=-«      log W{a)

Theorem II may be stated in the following way:

// the hypotheses of Theorem 11 are fulfilled and F{s) is of a regular
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growth with respect to W{o), for any fo{s)^0 and fi{s), entire and of

respective orders Wo{a) and Wi{a) such that

Wo{a) < [W{c)]>   {b < min (1, ß/{\ - ß))),

Wi(a) < [W{o-)]<» (6, < 1),

we shall have

,.        log»(<r, Y,foF-fi)       t
lun    -= 1

„=-■ log W{a)

whatever the strip Y may be.
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